A Country in Mind
Memoir with landscape

by Saskia Beudel

‘Saskia Beudel has a painterly eye for landscape. A Country In Mind offers an insightful account of Australian places and the lives that traverse them.’ — Michelle de Kretser, author of Questions of Travel.

Walking through vast landscapes and combining vivid examinations of the external world with internal musings, A Country in Mind is a deeply explorative and imagery-rich memoir with historical and ecological value.

After the death of her father and grandmother, Beudel travels and remembers stories from her father’s childhood in Borneo and Sumatra.

With her partner and child in tow, she explores Alice Springs, the MacDonnell Ranges, the Arnhem Land Plateau, Wollemi National Park, the Snowy Mountains, the South Coast of Tasmania, Waratah Bay, as well as Ladakah in the Himalayas and Bukittingi in West Sumatra.

Beudel investigates the history and colonial legacy of the sites she encounters, and meditates on the musical nature and indigenous philosophy of the Australian landscape.

Dealing with a myriad of issues from the personal to the global, A Country in Mind merges the historical, ecological and aesthetic elements of the land with the emotional study of its occupants, resulting in a lavishly descriptive narrative of cultural importance.

- Features ecological and environmental sites including Mt Wedge, MacDonnell Ranges, Redbank Gorge.
- Importance placed on Aboriginal sacred sites, dreamtime stories, culture.
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